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CHAPTER

Mass -Storage
Structure

In this chapter, we discuss how mass storage —the nonvolatile storage system of a computer—is structured. The main mass-storage system in modern
computers is secondary storage, which is usually provided by hard disk drives
(HDD) and nonvolatile memory (NVM) devices. Some systems also have slower,
larger, tertiary storage, generally consisting of magnetic tape, optical disks, or
even cloud storage.
Because the most common and important storage devices in modern computer systems are HDDs and NVM devices, the bulk of this chapter is devoted
to discussing these two types of storage. We first describe their physical structure. We then consider scheduling algorithms, which schedule the order of I/Os
to maximize performance. Next, we discuss device formatting and management of boot blocks, damaged blocks, and swap space. Finally, we examine the
structure of RAID systems.
There are many types of mass storage, and we use the general term nonvolatile storage (NVS) or talk about storage “drives” when the discussion
includes all types. Particular devices, such as HDDs and NVM devices, are
specified as appropriate.

Bibliographical Notes
[Services (2012)] provides an overview of data storage in a variety of modern
computing environments. [Teorey and Pinkerton (1972)] present an early comparative analysis of disk-scheduling algorithms using simulations that model
a disk for which seek time is linear in the number of cylinders crossed. Scheduling optimizations that exploit disk idle times are discussed in [Lumb et al.
(2000)]. [Kim et al. (2009)] discuss disk-scheduling algorithms for SSDs.
Discussions of redundant arrays of independent disks (RAIDs) are presented by [Patterson et al. (1988)].
[Russinovich et al. (2017)], [McDougall and Mauro (2007)], and [Love
(2010)] discuss file system details in Windows, Solaris, and Linux, respectively.
The I/O size and randomness of the workload influence disk performance
considerably. [Ousterhout et al. (1985)] and [Ruemmler and Wilkes (1993)]
report numerous interesting workload characteristics—for example, most files
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are small, most newly created files are deleted soon thereafter, most files that
are opened for reading are read sequentially in their entirety, and most seeks
are short.
The concept of a storage hierarchy has been studied for more than forty
years. For instance, a 1970 paper by [Mattson et al. (1970)] describes a mathematical approach to predicting the performance of a storage hierarchy.
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